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FCREWORL

"The World Game Is a scientific means for exploring expe-

ditious ways cf employing the World's resources so efficiently

and omni-considerately as to be able to provide a higher stan-

dard of living for all cf humanity--higher than has heretofore

been experienced ty any humans--and on a continually sustain-

able basis for all generations to come, while enabling all of

humanity tc enjoy the whole planet Earth without any individual

profiting at the expense cf another and without interference

with one another, while also rediverting the valuable chemis-

tries known as pollution to effective uses elsewhere, conserv-

ing, the wild resources and antiquities. The World Game dis-

cards the Malthuslan Doctrine which is the present working as-

surption of the major states. Malthus held that humanity is

multiplying much more rapidly than it can supply resources to

support itself, and compounds with Darwin's survival of the

fittest, tc assume that only the side with the greatest arms

car. survive. The World Game demonstrates that the Malthusian

Doctrine is fallacious. If we apply to direct human support

all the high technology resources now going into the world's

annual 20C billion dollar war preparation, all of humanity can

to brought to economic success within one quarter century.

This eliminates the fundamental raison d'etre of war. The

World Ga7.e em'ploys design science to produce progressively

higher performance per units of invested time, energy, and know-

hcw per each and every component function of the world's re-

sowrces. The World Game makes it possible for Intelligent ama-

teurs to discover within a few weeks of Simulated design revo-

lution Illustrated on the World Map that the foregoing premises

are valid."

R. B. Fuller, World Game, 1969.
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.7r:Y ::: C:L1YGE

:t is -nusual fcr ccmruhity colleges to add and sub-

-n demand frcm both cut :11(1e agencies and inside

1-,ero,::.n.-11. And It is npt unusual fcr cclleres tc c,ffer experi

mnta. ccurcec, experimental Frcgams, and sometimes even ex

witnin the existing structures. During 19't3

:, Zorl:: Game was, studied as an experiment on a community

la. :es:lite a small numter (.:f students, several im

:ra:.1 ccn:,.rtc wer :!emcnstrated, concepts that might be used

prcgrams cn rther campu.:es. This paper

ccme f to e lametc rele:nce for education, de

it wac Introduced at cne c.11ege, and discusses its

ir.T:12aticno fcr ccmmunity colleges in general.

Evuatcs frequently pcint to the reed for redels of inte

,!ra'ea stuo'is fc,T students at the undergraduate level. Colleges

and instr,ctorz continually experiment with team teaching of spe

ccurces with rarticipation of se7eral disciplines, and dis

cuss the need tc study prcblems in an Integrated interdisciplin

ary manner. I-:::t it is nct enough simply to desire to study the

world In an integrative manner, or to allow crossdisciplinary

topics tc enter the field cf study. Cre reeds a pcwerful con

ceptual framewcrk which can usefully relate many disciplines and

spheres of knowledge to each ether and to the world which is

one's otect of study. An academic quarter is a shcrt enough

time, and a meeting of a few hours per week a stringent enough

frameecre, tc demand that the study be intensely fccused on a

few '...c,ncepts and goals that can illuminate relations among a

tread variety cf disciplines and yet, at the same time, not seem

trivial.

The crld lame idea does that. Its gcals require the inter

play cf knowledge from many disciplines. Its concept involves



study of human needs, inventory of resources for meeting them,
and design of how to use the resources most appropriately.

While the World Game's directness and idealism appeal to
many young people, most of them do not yet have the skills,

ability, or dedication to do the complex work of assembling
world data and producing technical or social designs. Unguided,
they are tantalized by the prospect of dealing with world prob
lems in a real and constructive manner, but easily become frus
trated by the enormity of the problems they encounter and their
own lack of expertise. A formalized, comprehensible introduc
tion is needed.

World Game involves two ideas, two purposes: first, it is
a means of en6ging humanity's best intelligence on the situa
tions and problems that confront us in continued dwelling on

Earth; second, it is a means of ensuring that the intelligence
and energy of wide ranges of people, and not just a narrow elite,
are engaged in the work. The model that R. Buckminster Fuller

has proposed as a curriculum model for universities and design
schools (to answer the first purpose) is also appropriate to the

conditions at community colleges (where it can answer the second
purpose). The value of the community college to World Game is
in providing an educational setting that includes a wide range

of occupational, ethnic, and income groups and close associaticn

with real economic and social communities. The value of World
Game for the community college is a means of attaining closer

relations with its community through study of its problems and

trends affecting it, designing for the needs of its people, and

engaging in direct community education and dialogue while main

taining vocational and academic standards in the work of its
students.

World Game related activities have taken the form of work
shops and seminars held at many colleges and universities in
the United States and Canada, where groups study its ideas pre

sented chiefly through the writings of Fuller and his associates.
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While Fuller and his co- workers are currently playing the World

Game at a "professional" level, the intent of our experimental

program at a community college was to explore the feasibility

of adapting the concept as an "amateur" activity suitable for

college and university students. The model for World Game study

at the selected community college differed from that employed by

these other groups. It was not simply a stuay of the games'

philosophy o; an intensive design workshop focused on one aspect

of the gaming. Rather, it took the complete program of the World

Game and brought it into the bounds of the community college dis-

trict. This contraction allowed students to engage in a full

spectrum of activity while committing themselves for only a rela-

tively short space of time: a minimum of six months to one year

instead of the lifetime of dedication required for the work of

Fuller and similar scientists.

The institution chosen for this experiment is a typical

community college offering. instruction in a great variety of

disciplines, skills, and subjects. It contains academic, voca-

tional, developmental, and community services programs as well

as the academic program, a considerable portion of which paral-

lels the courses of the state university and colleges. Thus it

served well as a model institution for experimenting with in-

tegrative alternatives to instruction.

Background

The initial plan for adapting World Game activities to the

community college was set forth in a paper College of the Whole

Earth (Cohen, 1971). The odel presented there was a compre-

hensive one, calling for establishing World Game activity as a

full-time program of study that would occupy students forliksix

months to a year. It proposed an institution based in the com-

munity college "whose prime task is the collection, tabulation,

and dissemination of information for and about its own community

or district." It suggested that the information "be gathered,
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sorted, and disseminated using the energy and intelligence of
the young people of the community itself." Rather than a ran-
dom search for any and all information, or an attempt to ser-
vice the direct requests of community agencies, the proposal
suggested that students seek general trends in community econ-
omy and use these to anticipate events and show relations be-
tween various areas of community life. The college was also
to examine "alternate ways of solving community problems and to
provide information about the consequences of following any of
the various paths." In addition, it was to investigate possible
ways of "developing the community resources and increasing the
wealth and variety of life in the community" and finally to
"stimulate an influx of similar information...from other parts
of the world," adapting this information to local needs.

As originally designed, the College of the Whole Earth had
an advisory board of community leaOrs: university faculty,
planners, media professionals, and industry managers. It also
had a staff composed of a librarian, technical director, re-
search coordinator, and community coordinator. Some students
with experience in the college were to be hired as aides to the
staff.

An important distinction between the program of College of
the Whole Earth and most community college programs was the at-
tempt to foster an "attitude e." work" rather than one of school-
ing as a basic manner of orf ization for students' activities.

lolleg4-apaces were to be arranged like offices and studios,

rather than as classrooms and seminar studies, and students were
to work together toward production of public displays of their
activities.

While no specific timetable was proposed for implementation,
it seemed clear at the time it was conceived that College of the
Whole Earth idea would not receive a full-scale crial for some
years. In order to better judge its feasibility, a prototype to
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test parts of the plan was necessary. Thus, the experimental

program, was conceived as a means of trying out the College of

the Whole Earth idea in a realistic setting, gaining some ex-

perience with how World Game concepts would be perceived by dom-
.,-

munity college students, and learning how a community college

would respond to the World Game and College of the Whole Earth

ideas so that a future prototype could be more deliberately and

intelligently designed and implemented.

The Model In Process

Implementing a design or model in an established institu-

tion has various ramifications. Most community colleges offer

several points of entry to new or experimental programs. Courses

or short programs ray be presented through the community services

division of the college or district with a minimum of delay or

procedural difficulties. In general, this division offers courses

on a one-time basis on almost any topic for which demand can be

demonstrated and an instructor found. Day and evening courses of-

fered through the instruction division of the college are subject

to more scrutiny since s6 many of them are tied via affiliation .

with professional or university parallel programs to accrediting

and control agencies outside the college.

Internal campus procedures can generally approve new courses

on a trial basis within a year and list them as a regular part of

the college's offerings in two or three years, provided they meet

appropriate standards. At present, some colleges are experienc-

ing decreasing enrollments and many administrators are uncertain

abo...L support for programs already in existence. Therefore, un-

less a new program can gain the support of campus policy makers--

deans, department chairmen, senior faculty--and enlist
t

the enthu-

siasm of instructors already part of the college to teach in it,

it is unlikely to survive the competition for operating funds

and space.

As originally conceived, much of the program of World Game
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seems remote from the pattern of activities current in commun-
ity colleges. While some administrators and instructors are
sympathetic to the general goals of World Game, its mode of or-
ganization is so unfamiliar to them that they find it difficult
to envision the full breadth of its activities taking place on
their campuses without disrupting the other missions of the col-
lege. The curriculum plans outlined by Fuller and Mc!ale (1963-
1967) for schools or art hitecture, seem ill-adapted to the com-
munity college. Their descriptions of tightly organized groups
of students working for months at a time on forward-thinking pro-
jects seem foreign to the idea of a coll'ITe in which students drop
in and out with little commitment to long-term goals and where
there is little funding support or faculty incentive for research.
If a World Game program is to succeed in a community college set-
ting, it will have to find means of defining the work so that
students can rapidly assimilate the concepts and information

needed to accomplish a satisfying portion of the larger task
within the time that they are prepared to devote to it. One way
of making the tasks morr.f manageable would be to limit the sphere
of student information gathering to the boundaries of the college
district rather than the broader community.

The experiment described in this paper, was conducted as a
single course, rather than a full program of study. Students
were informed that a daytime transferable course would be con-
ducted as part of a program on the World Game, and that they

could elect to take this and related courses (Environmental Stud-
ies, Data 'Processing, Mathematics). Several means were used to
introduce the idea to students; counselors were advised of the

course during registration, the film "The World of Duckminster

Fuller" was shown on campus, announcements were printed and

posted, and college faculty were told of the new offering in
informal conversations.
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The Course Bettina

Setting for the experiment was at first problematical.

While it seemed evident that World Game at a community college

would nct require banks cf conventional classrooms, even if it

were to engage relatively large numbers of students, it was not

clear what kinds of spaces would be most useful, or in what

proportions. We chose a large room set up with drafting tables

and stools. In addition tc a blackboard and movie screen, we

had the use of a bulletin board running the full length cf one

of the walls. This space was useful for looking at films and

slides, for listening to lectures and for individual and group

work on projects involving mapping information for displays.

For group discussions of strategy for the quarter and assessment

of progress, we found a seminar table in the students' center

more useful. And in order to look at video tapes, it was ne!ses-

sary to move the class to studios in another part of the campus.

A protected space out-of-doors was used for storing materials

and experimenting with structures.

Three Quarters

The experiment consisted of three courses, one offered each

of three quarters of the 1973-74 school year. Students could

take any one or all of the classes. No attempt was made to es-

tablish It as a regular offering of the college. It was intended

to be and remained an experiment to explore means of introducing

World Game to the needs, interests and abilities of community

college students. Initially, we were interested in discovering

what concepts, legitimately part of World Game, were comprehen-

sible by the students, and what manner and sequence of presenta-

tion would enable them to grasp those concepts most readily.

Thus we were not primarily asking whether the students would ac-

cept all of the ideas incorporated in World Game. Rather, we

were concerned with the range of students' comprehension of the

scope of World Jame philosophy, and their ability to perform

tasks analogous to those involved in full range of the game's
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activity. In addition, we wanted to see how a typical campus
would react to the presence of a group engaged in World;Game
studies, and how the staff orthecollege might respond to
various demands on campus resources put by such a group.

We were able to show that World Game ideas and activities
can engage the interest of students in a community college,
that they do not disrupt the life of the college, and that,
occasionally. they can have a good effect on the ambience of
the campus. Some Wcreld Game activities fit well into college
routine and staff expectations; others tested the boundaries
of the normal way of doing business.

In this test, no attempt was made to find out what per-
centage of all students in the college would be interested in
taking part in World Game studies other than to ascertain that
the numbers would be sufficient to sustain a continuing program
under conventional funding arrangements. Very nearly all stu-
dents were able to understand the purposes and philosophy of
the class and to participate creatively in work on projects.
A few students who experienced difficulty or simply decided
that they were not interested in participating dropped the class.

Since the first weeks of each quarter were devoted to ori-
entation of students to the philosophy of the class, we found It
tc be important that ztudents be present and participate in the
class at that time. :n Fall and Winter, when students joined
the class d.ring the fourth week, they found it difficult to
follow the proceedings. Ultimately these students were confused
but what was expected and did not perform to the level of com-

petence or witn the satisfaction experienced by the others.

Atter a quarter In the program, students were able to formu-
late their (,wn projects and to bring them to successful conclu-
sions. Furthermore, they were frequently able to take the in-
itiative organizing the help of students new to the program
and in securini; campus resources for production and display of
their work.
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During the program, three methcas cf organization were at-

tempted. Each quarter the program tock on a significantly dif-

ferent form, and this form was consciously planned as a variant

of a possible organizational pattern. The formslecture/dis-

cussion, autonomous group 1:rojects and guided group projects--

were conceived in advance. However, the details of each pat-

tern were developed with the help of students at the college,

and adapted tc their expressed interests. Thus the third quar-

ter consisted of a series of lectures, but students during the

second quarter were consulted about what lecture topics they

would find most useful. During the second quarter students

worked 1% groups at projects of their cwn design and choice,

with minimal aid cr interference from the instructor. In the

first quarter it was the instructor who conceived and outlined

several projects and organized student groups to work on them.

Fall ;carter

The course met five times for a total of eight or more

class hours per week. Circe the students were also working

outside of class reading and doing library rese4rch, writing

papers and preparing displays cf their projects, the time and

work expended for the class were greater than usual for a three

unit course.

During the first twc weeks, students watched films and

videotapes which discussed and explicated the basic concepts

and methodologies of the course. The films and videotapes

dealt with Fuller's work and philosophy, including his geo-

metric researches. One of them introduced the World Game idea.

Other films dealt with modes of perceiving the world and with

basic phenomena in the world. In addition, students wrote on

and discussed in small groups a series of questions defining a

basic vocabulary of terms for comprehensive thinking, and for

considering tte world and human experience as a whole.

During the next two weeks, the stuaents sought out
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statistical information about important world trends (e.g.
population, life-expectancy, food production, energy production
and use, and prime metal production) and made graphical displays
of this information in the form of maps and charts showing the
disposition of the world's economy and peoples. They prepared
these charts in form suitable for reproducticn, finishing them
with a high degree of accuracy and care. In preparing these
charts and maps, they confronted problems involving data acquisi-
tion, comparison of sources, reduction of data to form suitable
for mapping, making the necessary calculations, and plotting the
information in unambiguous and readily apprehensible form.

Finally, the students embarked on group projects such as
investigating world energy systems, the economy of the San
Francisco Bay Area, and plans for the future of the San Mateo
Coastal Zone. Students used corporate libraries and the Govern-
ment Document Center of a nearby university to aid their re-
search. They wrote to officers of the United Nations and the
United States Department of Commerce and Interior and discussed
their work with staffs of county and regional planning commis-
sions and local utility companies. One student did a survey of
organizations engaged in international cooperation for study of
the Earth, others prepared an exhibit of their work and displayed
it in the Campus Center (excerpts from the report which accom-

panied the exhibit appear in the Appendix).

Winter Quarter

Winter quarter continued much where the previous term had
left off. Students returning for a second quarter of World Game
study either continued projects they had begun or started new
projects. New students discussed World Game philosophy and

joined ongoing projects or attempted to organize ones suited to
their areas of interest. However, the class differed in several
respects.

Rather than meeting five days a week for up to two hours a

day, for example, the class convened only three days a week for
10



about an hour. About half of the class time was devoted to

discussion of tlsic World Game concepts: patterns of world re-

source distribution and use, processes of social organization

involved in industrialization, fundamentals of system theory,

historical perspective of humanity's current choices and basic

ccncepts of Fuller's design stratecies.

Because students developed and organized their own projects,

there was more diversity in the kinds of work they did during

Winter Quarter than during the Fall. Some students did research

on building structures; others experimented with means of intro-

ducing preschool children to concepts of physics and solid geom-

etry; another group conducted a weekly radio program in which

they discussed approaches to the future. By the end of the

quarter they had prepared displays of their work to exhibit in

the college library and edited and published a report summariz-

ing their experiences.

Spring Quarter

In reflecting on their work during Winter Quarter, students

who wanted tc continue World Game study felt that they needed to

know much more about the context and details of its philosophy

and methodology. They suggested areas in which they would like

more coordinated discussion and asked that the instructor lec-

ture on some of the topics they had encountered in their read-

ings. Accordingly, Spring Quarter was organized around a cal-

endar of topics which explored the range of World Game philos-

ophy and methods.

The Spring Quarter course was divided into four units:

World Game philosophy, synergetics and geometry, world resources

and industrialization, and design science. Objectives in Unit

One called for reading and discussion of World Game philosophy

texts, including several books by Buckminster Fuller. Unit Two

entitled "Structure, Nature, and Design," was adapted from the

short course on synergetic geometry described by Conen and
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Petrillo (1972), and included study of the structural and geo-
metric basis of geodesic domes. At the conclusiOn of this unit

students fabricated and erected a 22 foot diameter geodesic dome.

Unit Three dealt with trends in world resources and human
needs. After study of patterns in world industry, students ex-

amined industrial artifacts and products available locally and

traced their relations with the larger world trends. Course

objectives called for identifying the functional parts of com-

plex machines (students chose such articles as a bicycle, loom,

desk lamp, typewriter), finding out where the parts were made

and from what material elements. Then, using information they

had previously gathered about patterns of world industry, stu-

dents were to identify the part of the earth where the materials

making up the machine originated and the processes of transforma-

tion which brought then together in useful form.

In Unit Four, students explored the application of Fuller's

design science strategy to dwellings in the local area. Working

as a group they searched out information about the use of water

in the community and calculated means of using it more efficiently

through better design of household appliances. Objectives in this

unit called for cooperation among students in dividing tasks,

searching information, analyzing needs and synthesizing design

requirements.

Results

Many of the students found that World Game challenged basic

assumptions about themselves and the world. During fall and

winter, the format of the course as well as the concepts they

were dealing with were demanding and unfamiliar. As the quarter

neared its end, students became anxious that their expectations

about what a college course should be were not fulfilled. Rather

than being examined on material that had been presented to them

via lectures and required readings, they were asked to display

the results of their own information gathering and problem solving.
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While they were able tp gather and ana=lyze the information ef-

fe-;tively, and tc presv it in a useful manner, presupposi-

ti,.nL that such work wao nct appropriate in college and that it

was beyond their atilities made them anxious.

uring their ft q.,Irter, students needed continued

gidahce 71nd enc:ra,reet--not Ej much in mastering techniques

but to have faith in their' own ability to do significant work.

Orientation tf-; 'lane requires, first, understanding several

1.1eas abc..;* wor'k Incl.lint:, the context and purposes of work, how

:t 7an te t: dc wcrk (rather than just follow courses),

It is il-,::rtant tn..tt the work be done, and wha% its intellec-

.a: F:lier's world view are. Second, the orien-

t-:ticn of World Game results, especially

Ir te T w.rk 1pne by other groups of students. This

eeq.:Ireeht L:atisfies the need of students to 'realize that

the:: nh with the tools available to them.

;_ntent :f the w-;rk accomplished also introduces

zt.;.et: trends and historical contexts of the work

rter when projects have been completed

we:e ref:ect on their experience, many of

the protlram and enrolled for a second or

Eleven of the t.wenty-on- students who enrolled

ih d%;ring winter; six f the twenty-seven who

1h wihter nntihued d'..ring spring.

ex:.eent tc determine what kinds of preparation

.;teeht.7 heel ih Lr!er to su:2ceed in World Game activities, the

'try al..latle. We were able to ascertain that

sample of community college students can learn

The eentia:E ti,e basic concepts and then apply some of the

me'n.;1J lame study of their community and society.

While the .;q-ri:7en' was small in terms of nurbers of staff and

st..-lents (.Dne instructor and about sixty students on a

carr...s ehrcl]inz approximately nine thousand day and evening

13



students), the wide range of activities explored during the

year offered an opportunity to assess college and community re-

action to World Game studies.

Another result of this program was that students in the

course came into contact with college staff as they sought data

and made arrangements to display and publish their work. Tn

particular, they reported that the college reference librarian

was helpful in suggesting sources of information, and that

staff in the dean of instruction's office were helpful in sug-

gesting exhibit and work spaces.

The experiment generally had a low profile; hcwever, sev-

eral articles concerning it appeared in the student newspaper

and in local newspapers during the year. A few students dis-

cussed the class and related topics in a weekly program they

held on a local FM radio station. These generated some favor-

able notice and inquiries from colleges and other organizations

in the area. A few dozen students and staff examined the ex-

hibit of student work displayed at the end of Fall and Winter

Quarters, and some notice was given to World Game activities

on the campus and in the community as a result of the erection

of geodesic domes in fall and spring. Otherwise, the experi-

ment had little effect on the campus as a whole.

Rationale For World Game

We are coming into a time when all humanity can comprehend

the finiteness of the Earth. Now we can begin to see it, not as

a theory, not as a philosophical or religious belief, not as the

result of calculations of data and formulas, but through the ex-

tensions of our own senses. We have, only in this century, ac-

curate global maps with no blank unsurveyed areas on them. The

satellites which allow us to see the Earth whole carry live

crews as representatives of humanity, and instruments, including

television cameras, transmitting information and pictures that

can be apprehended by all humanity.
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Then instruments are able to monitor the resources of the

planetgrain, cattle, timber, atmosphere quality and surface

water quality--tc almost any desired degree of resolution.

'.'sing these data it is possible to reconstruct the processes

ty' which activity in one part of the planet affects the whole.
It 15 also possible to follOw the progress of these activities.

As we see that the Earth is singular and finite, and as we

are at_: to discover Its true dimensions- -its physical extent,

Its oa.acItles for sustaining life, the limits of its atIllity

to atsot abuse and of life's potential for correction and re-

generationwe can begin to think in terms of proper dwelling
on the p:anet. must not think in terms of abstract Utopia

but of real preferred worlds, of desirable states for Earth and

humanity'.

:t is a kind of game to make lists of the needs, desires,

goals and attributes held in common by everyone, and to share

the lists each of us make. We can play another game of thinking

about ways of making everyone a success in terms of the goals,

taking. Into account the unique attributes we have in common.

These two games, and especially the second one, constitute the

World Jar, :t is based on the principle of preferred dwelling

pattarnz for humanity on. Earth, and on the cooperation of people

In dav-1-:pihg strategies that allow everyone to achieve those

prefrr.:d

W;r1-1 .*Jae, in spite cf many years of work by Fuller and a

hum ter ehthusiastic followers, is not yet well understood nor

clearly defined, even in the minds of many people who have been

acted with the idea for some time. At this writing (June,

127-,, F.Iler and his cc-workers are preparing the first full

3??,:" '4crld Game activity. This work should clarify many

r_lsconceptihs about basic methods and goals.

:Ince the game involves envisioning particular goals and

workinir tack from their achievement through steps which must be
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taken first, finally coming back to our own time and the choices
we can make in our present situations, it is a game of teleo-
logic strategy. Each time we begin the game in our "present

situation," we have changed, and our goals too may change over
time as we envision new possibilities for humanity. But we hold
fast to the two prime rules governing the game structure: our

goals are envisioned in terms )f all humanity and are congruent
with the attributes held in common by everyone, and we must al-

ways work backwards to the best information available about the
present situation of humanity. (A corollary of the first rule

is that players are disqualified for employing force or violence
by one part of humanity against another.) It is a simple game

in structure, yet a little reflection reveals that its play can

absorb the energy of a lifetime, with continual reward in the
play itself.

In spite of the breadth of its concerns and the many levels

on which it can be played, World Game does not encompass the

whole of human life or every attempt at study of the world or

planning for the future. Most "futures" plans center around

special purposes and limited constituencies. World Game is in-

terested in the attributes of whole systems, and how their be-

haviors affect the parts which comprise them. It becomes pos-

sible to understand the relations of the parts by first seeing

the whole. On one dimension, understanding the needs and goals

all humanity have in common can lead toward appreciation of the

individuality of each human being, and of the varied histories

of the human peoples. On another dimension, understanding of

trends in material and energy use over the whole Earth can put

in perspective the needs of people and industry in specific

localities.

According to Fuller, "the World Game is a precisely de-

fined design science process for arriving at economic, tech-

nological and social insights pertinent to humanity's future

evolvement aboard our planet Earth" (Fuller, 197i). Its guiding
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principle is to develop designs for the use of Earth's resources

such that all humanity will be able to share in the creation of

a healthy, spontaneous democracy. The concept involves study of

human needs, inventory of world resources for meeting them and

design toward using the resources most efficiently. It assumes

that with proper Information and real alternatives, people will

choose life, health and peace over death, disease and war. The

task is to make choices real by creating designs that enable

people to shelter, clothe, feed and inform themselves. World

Game further assumes that all people, and not Just a minority,

have the right to live out their lives without facing starva-

tion, disease or premature death due to lack of adequate shel-

ter or other necessities of life. World Game designs are evalu-

ated with thcse criteria in mind.

When College of the Whole Earth (Cohen, 1971) was written,

the "crisis of the environment" was beginning to occupy the at-

tention of masses of Americans for the first time. Since then

the visible aspects of the continuing crisis have assumed vary-

ing forms--recently as an "energy crisis", soon to be expected

as a crisis of material resources. This series of crises offers

people an opportunity to learn how the economy is organized in

detail. Their attention is being brought to relations between

environmental quality, fuel alternatives, politics and material

processes. This opportunity should not be missed. That is why

the public's education about the nature of the crisis should be

informed by the widest possible perspective on the situation,

its history, evolution, philosophical bases and the real choices

open to us.

A community college program examining these perspectives by

adapting itself to the diverse interests and abilities of a cross

section of people in the community can offer a means for people

to see relations among these perspectives and make it possible

for them to involve themselves in study of the crisis on a level

appropriate to their time and energy. Such a program could offer
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a transition between one level of involvement and another.

Consider the following list as a hierarchy of levels of

involvement with the crisis:

1. Awareness brought about by obvious inconveniences and

mandated changes in living patterns--e.g. having to

search for gasoline, increased prices of certain

commodities, observation of polluted beaches and

streams, irritation due to atmosphere pollution, etc.

2. Concern manifested through deliberately attending to

newspaper articles about the crisis manifestations,

watching television reports and reading magazine

articles dealing with an aspect of the crisis, or

going to meetings and lectures in which the crisis

is discussed.

3. Commitment to act with regard to the crisis by study-

ing it in detail and gaining new perspectives about

it through attending workshops and classes, such as

the World Game study workshops, classes in environ-

mental studies, or professional workshops which in-

terpret the crisis in terms of its impact on one's

field of work or other activity and offer means of

dealing with it.

4. Dedication to change important patterns in one's life

in accordance with new perceived requirements for

coming to terms with the crisis--by entering an ex-

tended program of study to understand the dynamics of

the crisis and how one may act in terms of it, modify-

ing occupational goals, changing important aspect of

one's means of living or livelihood in terms of per-

ceived demands of the crisis.

5. Metanoia, conversion of the frame of one's life goals

as a consequence of perceived needs in the world which

address one directly and require fundamental changes

18



In the strategy by which one's life is lived; this

lz a rare phenomenon, associated in the past with re-

ligious intensity. It involves direct perception (as

well as detailed understanding) of the great scope

and implications of the crisis and clarity about one's

personal need tc address the crisis with one's whole

being.

Community college programs can act best at levels two and

three of this hierarchy to inform people who are already con-

cerned, to offer people a place to explore their own commitment,

and to guide their incipient sense of dedication.

The roots of young people's attraction to Fuller and the

World Game come from their sense of order and unity in the world,

faith Sr. the role of humanity, concern for all people, and con-

viction that they are responsible for the well-being of the world.

Fuller points up the philosophical and historic significance of

World Game activity ty relating it to a cosmology which requires

the intelligence of humanity as a counterpoise to the energy of

the stars in the universal balance. His personal statement of

the role of humanity in the universe has roots in American tran-

scendentalism. The studies of natural order which complement his

vision of humanity's role share a transcendental faith in the

unity cf the world.

The integrative potentInl of World Game concepts can be use-

ful In giving direction to the general education program of the

first two years cf college. The focus of World Game can be espe-

cially appropriate for the community college. However, certain

adaptations are necessary in order to allow unqualified students

to tegin work on problems that they can handle, and that they

car' also see as meaningfully related to the larger problems

cf the whole Earth. If World Game has a distinct educational

philoscphy, It is that learning is best accomplished in situa-

tions where people are confronted with a piece of work requir-

ing thought, research, reflection and energetic application of
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mind and spirit, and where the necessary tools and guidance ale
at hand.

In :rder for s...ct a situa*Icn to exist, the work nust to
authentic, and it must be posible to accomplish it within, th

.

space and time available. The work that is at hand for all or
us Curing the next decades is evident. We must rind ways cf
living cn the planet together, without destroying it and witiout

losing cur freedom, decency, and humanity in the prc,cess.

In the largest sense, World name's task is to present tlat

piece cf work as a problem and tc induce young people t: corLit

their intelligence and energy to solving it. Fuller's work at

his .ihtladelpnia headquarters and with his students around the
world is devoted tc gaining the commitment of young professionals

In architecture, in cybernetics, In physics, in biology and in
business tc that problem. he goal of World Game work In the

community college Is tc present the problem in such a way that

"unqualified" people will see their stake in It, and take up the

challenge through a clearer sense of their cwn need to gain

relevant expertise.

Meanwhile, anu as part of the process of inducing students

tc feel that they can act responsibly bcth with respect to their

own lives and with respect tc the future cf the 1:nited states

and the world In general, this adaptation of the World Game idea

aims at finding tasks comprehensible tc people who see themselves

as unqualified, yet which they can also recognize as meaningfully

related to the betterment of the whole world.

Part cf the strategy in adapting the World Game idea has

been to induce students, after a suitable period cf exposure to

the "whole Earth" philosophy, to focus on a task which concerns

their own communitythe commute district of the college. The

presumption is that within that district is the information

they need to examine a real aspect of the world problem, and

the resources to work toward its solution. 2y focusing cn the

dictrict in which they live, students are confronted with the
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need to think carefully and act prudently.

Because the community college has responsibilities toward

a district of similar dimensions, and because its students can

represent a reasonable sample of the whole community, it is an

appropriate environment for this study and work. Conversely,

since the college is ar expression of the community's belief

in the need for an enlightened citizenry, it is appropriate

that the con.:.iur.ity college should devote part of its educa

timal program, to the need of that citizenry for information

about itself and its relation to larger trends in the world.

World Game offers the community college a coherent means of so

doing.
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APPENDIX

Fall C,uarter Student Project Report

"My project dealt with world population and life span. I

was interested in seeing how long, on the average, people lived

in various areas in relation to the number living in that same
area. I wanted this in an easy to comprehend form, such as a

Map or photograph...Accuracy in this project was very important
to me. I had never researched a project like this, so a great

deal of trial and error was my experience. To begin with, I

found that I needed to do this by myself because I didn't feel

comfOrtable knowing that others had done part of the pin plotting.

I experimented with various ways of presenting the final maps.

Since these were to be photographed, I needed to consider the

scale, which color pins tc use, and whether any two colors might

blend into one and not stand out in the photograph, and a hundred

and one other little details (camera settings, lighting, moving

the map, etc.).

I replotted the maps over and over again until I was certain

the best color combination I could think of at the time was used.

I tried different ways of organizing my data so it was easy to

read and efficient when plotting the pins. The first map I put

up took weeks. The reasons being 1) there were four of us work

ing at once using the same photocopied raw data 2) we worked

only during class time using an hour here and an hour there; 3)

we hadn't thought about color combinations or the photographing

details; 4) our population scale was not the best; 5) we were

very unfamiliar with the map; 6) we kept running out of certain

colors of pins; 7) we weren't organized as a group and our goals

weren't clear, and other little things. The final time I put up

the last map, it took only two hours. This time, there was only

me working on it; I worked from start to finish without breaking;

color combinations and population per pin were completely worked

out; I had plenty of pins and was very familiar with the map, as
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well as having completely organized what I was going to do cn

paper and I had an atlas in front of me for reference. I

learned a great deal from start to finish about researching,

organizing my work, and where the various countries and areas

of the world were. To top it off I enjoyed it."

Winter Quarter Student Froject report

"The intent of this project is the introduction of basic

concepts of solid geometry, physics, and a comprehensive world

view via tactile learning materials and a manual on their use.

It is absolutely necessary that we have a basic under-

standtng of the points we intend to elucidate. This means that

we must nct "name away" that which we do not understand. Why

should the functions of nature be couched in esoteric scientific

nomenclature, hidden away in unintelligible books?

The initial phase of this project, complete at this time,

has been t're composition of a bock depicting how children of

preschool age learn these principles with common, existing

materials.

The motivation for introducing these concepts into the pre-

school classroom is derived from several basic premises: Cne,

that the concepts which Fuller has promulgated are essential to

the survival of our spaceship earth. Two, that these concepts

are not available in our standard educational process. Three,

that learning theory proposes that an individual's adaptability

to assimilating abstract concepts (i.e. solid geometry) is de-

pendent upon separate non-intellectual experiences in manipula-

tion and exploration of the environment. Four, that the current

educational process to a large degree frustrates and denies the

naturally comprehensive perceptions of young children. Five,

that an extremely high percentage of an individual's IQ potential

is achieved in the first five years of life.
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